
Transcontinental Flight

SMALL, accidental conjunctions of circum-
stance create patterns which thereafter
repeat themselves, fixed in the original

design by the same forces that hold the planets
to their orbits. Because it chanced to be rain-
ing the first time I left Washington by air,
immutable laws based on the economy of
energy have made sure that every time I have
flown from Washington since then rain has
been falling. It was raining now, in late
April, which meant that departures were de-
layed while homing planes-felt their way in.
That meant in turn the, restless, frustrated
strolling that is the lot of passengers at an
airport. The airlines have taken little thought
of their patrons on the ground. Once in the
air, you are surrounded with luxury above

.your station and treated with a deference else-
where reserved for movie actors. Until you
are airborne, however, you are just an annoy-
ance, to be chivied by announcers, ignored by
everyone else, and given as little information
as possible. Some day an original mind-cer-
tainly not in the public relations branch-will
take thought of the earthbound, but at pres-
ent you are out of luck unless there is a bar,
and I have been much saddened by the in-
frequency of bars at airports.

(Memo to all travelers: let none of us ever
mention airports in public without putting
a curse on the one at Willow Run.)

Starting half an hour late, the DC-6 soon
climbed above the overcast and the public
address system unleashed its welcome. The
squawk box is a great convenience to travelers
but it is a sharp pain too, most of all in these

The Easy Chair

Bernard De Voio

orations of welcome and rapture, from which
there appears to be no reprieve on any large
plane or any self-respecting railroad train.
Does not management know that most of us
wince at them as at an aching tooth? It seems
not to and the captive audience will have to
listen to them till advertising agencies evolve
to an IQ of 90 or 100, which is to say when
the world turns honest some eons hence. I am
prepared to believe that a common carrier
is glad to have my fare; it is in business to get
it and will go out of business if it doesn't. But
that two pilots, a flight engineer, and two,
stewardesses-or an engineer, fireman, conduc-
tor, brakeman, and dining-car steward-that
these laborers in the vineyard are overjoyed
to see me come aboard (ah, wonder! B. De'Voto
travels with us this day), are amorously eager
to serve my slightest whim between stops, and
at my departure are preserved from heart-
break only by the hope that heaven will grant
them the boon of soon seeing me again, this
I find myself somewhat hesitant to believe: If
I did believe it, I would take fright and would
seek out some mode of travel less like a
holiday-cruise ship.

Cruise ship plus high-rating radio program.
The greeters have been commanded to talk
like emcees, and they stumble and stutter
through some of the ripest, most upholstered
prose that the dervishes of advertising have
ever compounded. The stewardesses recite
them better than the men, no doubt having
been drilled in elocution, but I notice that
the color in their cheeks deepens. The blush
attests what all the spouters feel, not self-
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consciousness but embarrassment at being
forced to commit absurdities in public. They
have jobs to do and would like to be about
them, not addressing the ladies and .gentle-
men of the radio audience as a preface to
selling a new detergent. Lately statistics and
Chamber of Commerce data have been add-
ing another horror to the set pieces, on what
lunatic theorem of the agencies I cannot
make out. And, God help us, history too, of
a kind. On a C., M. & St. P. streamliner last
summer an agonized voice informed us as we
reached Milwaukee that the first white folks
who ever saw the place were Marquette and
Juliet._ That is not, as I remember it,true.

A:Lthe way to Illinois we flew "above the
weather." There is always a sharp de-
light in seeing again those peaks and

prairies of white cloud but it soon lapses, and
an overcast one cannot see through makes fly-
ing the dullest mode of travel. I would go
everywhere by automobile if that were pos-
sible; I have never had a moment of boredom
in a car. But it is the slowest way, and there
is no answer to the speed of a plane. I grant
too that a plane, at least a big one, provides
the smoothest and most relaxing travel. My
trade supplies an apt test: I can correct gal-
leys and I can read the notes I write, neither

. of which is possible on a train. And it is
quieter; the muffled sound of the engines is
far less wearing than the badly orchestrated
tone poem of groans, creaks, squeals, and ket-
tledrum pounding of any train. -But-you must
be in touch with geography, you must be able
to see the earth, or boredom will come upon
you. The first half of the paradox of time
grips you fast; you seem stuck in endlessness
and immobility; at three hundred miles an
hour you are not moving and will never reach
your destination. You thank providence (who
rather than publishers invented it) for the
twenty-five-cent book and you read three or
four of them in as many hours. You try, and
fail, to think of the piece you must write next
week, conceivably this Easy Chair, and are
startled when 'the stewardess taps your
shoulder and bids you wake up enough to
fasten the seat-belt for a landing.

Happily; the passengers refuse to co-operate
with the copywriter and a long flight never
develops a cruise-ship jollity. There is a
muted murmur of conversation perhaps but

there are no club-car exhibitionists, and
nearly everyone reads his two-bit book until
he falls asleep. If the plane is bound for Los
Angeles, as this one wasn't, there are likely to
be some Hollywood types aboard, producers
or realtors trying to pass themselves off as pro-
ducers, or a couple of impossibly lovely gals
in alert expectation of flash-bulbs, and they
must act their well-rehearsed roles till the
apathy of the audience makes them subside.
There were none on Flig-ht 647. An over-
pretty, over-chic young woman in a yellow
hat and yellow jacket, very smart, looked sus-
picious but it was an optical illusion. She was
indifferent to the audience and I walked up
the aisle to see what she was reading. Colette,

Holes in the clouds blew past and presently
we were in the clear. It was unmistakably
Illinois-Kansas is the other state you instantly
identify-but I could not tell where. This
plane, unlike most, had a set of maps which
showed the airline's charted flights, interest-
ing and informative but not very useful to me
at the moment. I wished that under such cir-
cumstances the squawk box could tell us
where we are. That we are flying at 11,000
feet with the cabin pressurized at 3,000 feet
and that our ground speed is 310 miles an
hour I' find tolerably interesting but most peo-
ple would join me in preferring to be told
what that town is a couple of points south of
west.

As a professed geographer, I am especially
irked and mortified by ignorance of the ter-
rain and lack of orientation with it. A muddy
river came in sight and the soldier beside me
asked me if it was the Mississippi. Calculat-
ing by wrist-watch and a guess at our speed, I
thought we must be a little short of there, and
several times I have mistaken the Rock River
for the Mississippi. So I said, not quite yet,
I think. Two or three minutes later, with
the river well behind us, the emcee said it
was the Mississippi. The ideal of service
should be quicker on the draw.

South of Wisconsin the Middle West is a
monotonous landscape, though even at 11,000
feet the brown plowed fields of Iowa manifest
their vast fecundity. - There is little for the

.rnind to focus on and it sinks into reverie.
How open, how uncluttered, how all but un-
settled the United States is! A town is a finger-
length of streets and a handful of mixed sub-
stance, a metropolis is a moment more, and
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vacancy swallows it. Why is one suddenly
thinking of Thomas Jefferson-why, espe-
cially, am I who some time back put him out
of my life forever with great rejoicing, on the
day when the returning Meriwether Lewis
wrote to him from St. Louis? Because of the
checkerboard of the fields, it turns out. That
formal desi.gn had brought up Congress un-
der the Confederation. It sank toward a sick
entropy in its last years but Jefferson put
through his two great Ordinances about the
public lands, and the checkerboard derives
from them.

The squares are marked off by roads along
the section lines. They are a mile square,
each of them is 640 acres, and a later Congress
decided that a quarter-section would contain
the sum of human happiness and was the
birthright of every American who wanted to
grow corn. A more earnest mind than mine
would try to appraise the society of Iowa by
observing how many quarter-sections have
been merged by note-shavers or corporations,
or would diagnose the health of tenancy from
the appearance of the fields. But shreds of my
lost mathematics quivered in me and I found
myself timing the passage of the miles across
the corner of my window and undertook to
compute our speed. The voice told us what
it was and I had -missed it by only ten miles
an hour. Much encouraged, I aspired to
celestial navigation. The roads are by the
compass, due north and south, east and west,
and surely the lost mathematician could plot
the direction of our flight. I knew enough to
point the hour hand of my watch at the sun
but not enough to correct for the confusion
of times, so celestial navigation found only
that we were not flying straight west.

THE emcee said we were approaching
Omaha and this proved to be true,
though Council Bluffs came first, a sad-

dening amount of it under water. The levees
which my friends the Army Engineers showed
me two years ago were invisible. The river
which the Engineers had tamed forever in
this stretch was deep over them, and a furi-
ous activity of bulldozers was going on above
and below the town. My mathematics was
not sufficient to calculate the appropriation
the boys would get to channel the next flood
across Council Bluffs. No one need identify
the Missouri for me; I could tell it by sight or

sound or smell at any point along its course,
but I had never seen it so wide as it was a few
miles to the north of where we crossed. My
corner window said it was twenty miles wide
there but I doubted the computation, won-
dering how astronomers corrected for paral-
lax. The squawk box said nothing.

Following the Missouri, the landscape is
fearfully dull again till, halfway across Ne-
braska, a vast forefinger curves down from
the north to give it relief and character. The
forefinger is the sand hills, curiously leaf-like,
conical, hollow topped. They were buffalo
country and Indian country once, they are
stock-growing country now. The big red
barns and little white houses are much farther
apart but the landscape has acquired shape
and pattern; it engages the eye and wakes the
mind from reverie. And now I did not need
a corrected hour hand to know that we were
flying many degrees south of west, for the
plains sun burned through my window.

A scroll of blue mist crossed with white
lines rose in the west and the pulse of the
mountain-born answered to it. I saw Pike's
Peak to the south and Long's Peak to the
north and we landed at Denver twenty min-
utes ahead of schedule, though we had left
Washington half an hour late. One has always
forgotten how vertiginous the thrust of the
Front Range is, and how the air of the high
plains is perfume and energy. The airport
was new since my last visit and my strolling
here was not restless; I would have been con-
tent to stay for hours watching the blue moun-
tains darken toward night. And now the
second half of the paradox of time seized hold
of me. My watch said 7:45 and so it was in
Washington, though the airport clock said _
5:45. We had reached Denver in a-little less
than five hours; it is always inconceivable and
there it is. I had lunched with friends in the
building which the Department of Agricul-
ture has named for a great Secretary; before
I went to bed I would drink with friends in
Palo Alto. Logic dissolves away when you
summon up the other schedules: five or six
months by ox team, seven or eight weeks by
steamboat and stage coach, forty-two hours by
streamliner and the East's lesser trains. I
hope they never compress it further with jets.

The airlines will hear no complaint from
me if they go back to the box lunch they
used to serve, and served well. They ran an
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excellent lunch counter in those days; they
run a poor restaurant now. I have seldom
had even a mediocre meal at it; most are
definitely bad. The American knowhow we
-read about breaks down on the problem of
keeping food hot, and though I hear of flights
that serve fine trout or steak, my lot always
turns out to be antique chicken or dismayed
veal just off the ice, and I have insufficient
knowhow to keep the coffee from splashing
across the tray. Besides, who wants a full meal
on a plane? Chair-bound for hours, I would
trade the counterfeit banquet for a sandwich
and a cocktail but there are never cocktails
west of the Atlantic.

OUR course from Denver was due north;
the planes seek the same gaps through
the mountains that the wagon trails

and the railroads had to find. A pumpkin-
colored sky faded to leaf-green; a ring of
lights to the eastward was, I think, Cheyenne.
Full dark came quickly; I could not make out
the Wind River Mountains or the Uintas, as
I had hoped to, but rejoiced to see a faint sil-
ver ribbon that was unmistakably the Green
River. I had hoped to see the Wasatch too
but the only token of our crossing was their
snow. City lights made the western slope visi-
ble and this was my own country, but there
can be no sense of coming home at 11,000
feet.

Above Nevada the black hiatuses are
longer, the occasional clusters of lights smaller
and swiftly left behind, and another paradox
sets in. An airliner at night is one of the
most beautiful, most peaceful, most comfort-
ing of places. Only the focused cones of read-
ing lights break the darkness; one sinks deep
into oneself. The dark has brought a sense
of the plane's speed and power that cannot be
felt by daylight; it is a sense too of serenity,
and the enclosed snugness is a subtle assuage-
ment of some longing never quite conscious.
Nevertheless an equally subtle melancholy
lies along the margins of the heart, for all
journeys are alone and, one remembers, all

journeys are toward the West. Outside the
window is the vast loneliness of sky and earth,
One wonders if people in the occasional ranch
house whose light glimmers for a second have
lain awake to hear the plane pass, as in the
high plains they wait to hear the whistle of
the night train, then turn out the light, secure
and warm because of that momentary contact
with other lives.

A shining meadow of white and yellow and
rose-red light was unquestionably Reno, far
more beautiful by night than it ever is by day.
All cities are; from the air Boston is the field
of the cloth of gold and Butte, surely the most
hideous of all inhabited places, looks like
Jacob's ladder reared for the angels to de-
scend. Now an overcast closed in and the
plane bored into a rainstorm. The Sierra was
underneath us, Donner Pass no doubt, which
was one of the objectives of my trip. No
doubt we flew over Sacramento and other
names that were suddenly impatient in my
mind, for the paradox of time was operating
both its halves at once. It was impossible to
be so near our destination and impossible that
the time req uired to get there would reach
an end. Time was a tangle of unfinished,
unfinishable arcs.

The wing swung and dipped, the red and
blue stripes on the propellers made rainbows
in the running lights,. a girl who had an ear-
ache wailed softly. We came out to Orion's
belt and all the wheeling systems, and there
was water underneath us. San Francisco Bay.
Friends who had computed smaller arcs of
space and time would be converging on the
field whose runways rose from the water.
The landing wheels thrust out from their
carapace, the flaps opened, and a stewardess
asked me if I wanted a piece of chewing gum.
I was grateful for the symbol; it did away with
the ineffable and brought reality back. Eleven
hours and ten minutes, I made it, out of
Washington. This should have been Rock
Creek Park, the Falls of the Potomac, or in
the swift modern age the crest of the AIle-
ghanies. But it wasn't, it was San Francisco.


